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Recognizing hand-printed digits with a distance quasi-metric

Abstract

A distance quasi-metric for pattern recognition is presented. The “quasi” modifier distinguis
the metric from “true” distance metrics which obey a set of standard constraints. By relaxing
of the constraints, and coupling it with a fast multi-dimensional search technique, the metric
onstrates improved accuracy and efficiency compared to other metrics in recognizing hand
ten digit samples. A high-level design of a fast optical comparator for computing the distanc

 is also presented.O n( )
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Introduction

A distance quasi-metric for pattern recognition is presented. The “quasi” modifier distinguis
the metric from “true” distance metrics which obey a set of standard constraints. By relaxing
of the constraints, the metric demonstrates improved search accuracy and efficiency comp
other popular metrics. It has been coupled with a fast multi-dimensional search technique [
recognize Optical Character Recognition (OCR) digit samples derived from National Institu
Standards and Technologies (NIST) data [15]. The metric is applicable not only to OCR task
to pattern recognition tasks in general. A high-level design of a fast optical comparator for c
puting the distance in  is also presented.

The task of recognizing hand-written characters is an active area of research for both neur
works [9,12,13] and memory-based nearest neighbor schemes [4,6,7,14]. Both approache
achieve commendable accuracy [10], but each suffers deficiencies: large numbers of pattern
the recognition time for nearest neighbor schemes, and neural networks become increasin
ficult to train. A distance metric is crucial to the search for nearest neighbor patterns in mul
dimensional pattern spaces, since it serves not only to determine the classification of a test p
but also to guide the search engine efficiently.

Metric description

Let X andY be patterns, where a pattern is a spacial configuration of binary-valued pixels. P
of unit value are defined asfeaturepixels, and pixels of zero value are defined asbackgroundpix-
els. Consider only the feature pixels in each pattern. Let eachyi pixel in Y map to the pixel inX
which is least distant from it, andpixdistbe the function which computes this Euclidean pixel-t
pixel distance (the computation ofpixdistfor both feature and background pixels in a pattern is
called adistance transform[2,3]). Similarly, let each pixelxi in X map to those inY. For then pix-
els inX andm pixels inY, the distance betweenX andY, dist(X,Y) is defined as:

The twodmapterms are mean distances of the directed mappings of one pattern to the othe
first term may envisioned as the “fit” of the “hand” ofY to the “glove” ofX, and the second as the
fit of X to Y. Thus henceforth it will be referred to as the glove metric. As special cases, if both
terns have no feature pixels, thendist(X,Y)=0,and if one has no feature pixels, thendist(X,Y)
equals a positive constant value. Taking the mean value serves to make the distance indep
of the ‘size’ (number of feature pixels) of the patterns. Otherwise, the distance between sim
small patterns would be less than that between large patterns of equivalent similarity.

The glove metric is based on the intuitive notion that a pattern is not just an abstract vector
pixel values, but is a configuration of feature and background pixel values. This view suggest
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comparing patterns is a matter of matching the feature pixels in one pattern to those in the
In OCR and other domains of pattern recognition, this view has produced favorable results
Another approach along these lines involves the use deformable templates [11], in which a
mal overlay of feature pixels is achieved by transforming the geometric configuration of the
terns using parameterized methods. The extent of overlay and magnitude of the transforma
determine the distance between the patterns.

Example

Consider the one-dimensional patternsX andY in Figure 1:

Analysis

A distance metric satisfies the following relations:

It is easy to show that relations (1)-(3) hold for the glove metric. For true metrics, such as th
Euclidean, relation (4), which is called the triangle inequality, holds. For the glove quasi-me
the triangle relation does not hold, as shown in the counter-example in Figure 2, depicting a
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dmap(X➞Y) = (0+1)/2 = .5

dmap(Y➞X) = (0+1+2)/3 = 1

dist(X,Y) = dmap(X➞Y) + dmap(Y➞X) = 1.5

Figure 1 - Distance Example

dist X Y,( ) 0≥ 1( )

dist X Y,( ) 0= X Y=( )⇔ 2( )

dist X Y,( ) dist Y X,( ) 3( )=

dist X Y,( ) dist X Z,( ) dist Z Y,( )+ 4( )≤
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positioning of patternsX, Y,andZ:

If dmap(X➞Y)anddmap(Z➞Y)equal0, thendist(X,Z) = 2(dist(X,Y)+dist(Z,Y)).It is tempting to
think that this may be the general relationship, but alas, more extreme counter-examples m
found. The triangle relationship is important because it allows a search algorithm to confide
cut off portions of a pattern search space, thus significantly reducing the extent of the search
versely, cutting off a search using a metric which does not comply with the triangle relation
may result in overlooking nearest neighbor patterns. For this reason, such a metric may oste
seem unworthy of attention. However, at least for OCR patterns, the triangle relationship ho
the preponderant number of cases. Data supporting this claim will be given in the next sect

Results

The glove metric was tested with two other popular distance metrics: the Euclidean [4] and H
dorff [8]. The Hausdorff distance is simply the maximum of all thepixdistdistances. For the glove
metric test, the search cut off was done as though the triangle inequality held true.

Test procedure:

Each of the metrics under test were plugged into a search engine [16] especially suitable fo
searching a high-dimensional pattern space (28 x 28 pixels). For each metric, the following p
dure was used:

• Build a pattern database using 20,000 randomly ordered NIST training patterns.
• Classify 1,000 NIST test patterns, recording:

a) The percentage of patterns correctly classified.
b) The mean number of patterns searched.
c) The mean number of patterns searched to find the nearest neighbor (NN).

The results are shown in Table 1. The glove metric produced both more accurate and effici
results: on average, less than 3% of the 20,000 stored patterns were checked in order to fi
least distant. Significantly, a violation of the triangle inequality was detected in fewer than 1

Table 1: Test Results

Metric
Correctly
Classified

Mean
Searched

Mean to
Find NN

Euclidean 95.9% 18764 1180

Hausdorff 96.9% 4558 611

Glove 98.1% 1263 554

X

Y

Z

Y
   Figure 2 - Relative Distances
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average of less than 4%.

Optical comparator

The metric calls for computing a set of pixel-to-pixel distances for thedmapfunction. Since OCR
patterns may contain hundreds of pixels, this must be done in a fast manner in order to ma
metric of practical use. Although algorithmic solutions and specialized digital hardware for 
distance transforms are known [2,3,13], this task is suitable for the inherent parallelism of an
cal device [5]. Optical signals can be used to surround the feature pixels in a pattern with dis
gradients, forming aVoroni surface[8], which are detected by feature pixels in another pattern
yield a directed distance mapping. Such admap(X➞Y) comparator is shown in Figure 3, compa
ing two 1-dimensional example patterns.

Each feature pixel inX must determine the distance to the closest feature pixel inY.To do this, the

   enable

light
sources

photo-
detectors

timers

‘and’
 gates

Y pixels

X pixels

1 0 0 1 1 0

1 1 10 0 0

∑ summation

     mean

         Figure 3 -dmap(X➞Y) Comparator
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Y feature pixels cause the emanations of optical signals which are sensed by photo-detecto
transit time of the earliest arriving signal is recorded by a timer associated with each detector
time can be used as a pixel-to-pixel distance. In the example, the earliest arriving signals a
denoted by the dark arrows between sources and detectors. TheX feature pixels enable the outpu
of the timers, which are summed and divided by the number of such pixels to yield thedmapout-
put. The entire comparator is triggered by an enable signal, which in this abstraction appea
simultaneously at each component (of course, in an actual device this would require carefu
orchestration). For a timer, the enable signal serves as a reset/start, and the output from its d
stops it.

A 1-dimensional comparator can be extended to 2 dimensions by conceptualizing the exam
a side-view of a 2-dimensional comparator. Furthermore, by clustering the pixels in a circula
tern, it can be seen that the comparator response time is proportional to the transit time of 
traveling the diameter of the circle, and thus is .

Although the example device depicts a binary-valued pixel comparator, it can be seen that th
nals convey pixel value magnitude as well as distance. The magnitude information could be
in a gray-scale (multi-valued) comparator. Indeed, three gray-scale comparators, each proc
a primary color, could work in concert as a color comparator. The use of analog electronic 
cuitry might also serve to improve performance [1].

Conclusion

The glove distance has been found to improve the accuracy and efficiency of a fast search
rithm for hand-printed digits in comparison to other well-known distance metrics. The distan
algorithm is amenable to a fast hardware implementation, and in concert with the search a
rithm, might be classified as something of a “brute force” pattern recognizer, relying on spe
rather than inherent knowledge about OCR digits. Thus said, it is plausible that using such k
edge, e.g., to do edge enhancement and scaling, would lead to further improvements in spe
accuracy for OCR tasks. In addition, although the search algorithm used here is remarkably
sitive to data set size, the storage requirement could be reduced by not storing training pat
which are nearly identical to already stored ones. This may be accomplished by pre-search
training pattern before deciding to store it.
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